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From: Matt 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2020 8:41 AM
To: Public Comments
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Covid cases

Good morning, 

Could you please address the question of why is Washoe county School District (and others) are so concerned about 
cases of COVID‐19?   In the history of pandemics physicians, epidemiologists and health officials have never measured a 
pandemic by cases.  Pandemics are measured by deaths and/or hospitalizations.  The Infection Fatality Rate (IFR) for age 
groups under 70 is as follows from the CDC: 0‐19 IFR .0003%, 20‐49 IFR .02%, 50‐69 IFR .5%.  That means, the highest 
age group under 70 has a 99.5% recovery rate without complications.  Why do our children have to suffer the 
consequences of not going to school and being denied the education they deserve,  and we tax payers pay for, for an 
illness that is this mild?  As for people over 70, let them make their own decision to protect themselves.  The IFR for 70+ 
is still low at 5.4%. (94.6% recovery rate).  I’d say those are pretty good odds of recovery and our children deserve a full 
time in person education.  Please consider the facts and make decisions based on real scientific evidence not politics or 
pressure from unions.  

Thank you. 
Matt Tate 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: Bridget Burns 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2020 9:20 AM
To: Public Comments
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Reopening schools 

To whom it may concern,  

Please consider opening schools up completely!   This hybrid/distance learning is detrimental to our children’s learning,  
mental state and overall well being.  Please, please‐ For our children’s sake!! 

Thank you, 
Bridget Burns 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: Teresa Peterson 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2020 9:41 AM
To: Public Comments
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Support in person learning 

PLEASE!  Give us the option for full in person learning!  The mental health of our children depend on this!! 

We DO NOT support the unqualified  
Kevin Dick and do not want him  making the calls on student learning.  

Our kids are continuing to be the casualties of the current educational system ignoring the science and downstream 
detrimental mental health impacts to our middle and high school children. Our kids are not being given an option for full 
time in person learning and the continuation of competitive sports.  We have continued to watch our kids decline both 
academically and athletically through this COVID quarantine and hybrid model. Seniors are disengaging and losing 
interest in pursuing the college next step and with sports season shut down the light in their eyes has gone away.  The 
district is pushing teachers to support a full online format going forward for the remainder of the year.  THIS is not 
cannot happen.   

Those in charge of health, safety and welfare of our state have lost sight of the mental health of our kids.  Our districts 
have not taken the time to even talk to the student population to see what is or is not working for them as those directly 
impacted.  For a school system that ranks so low nationally the flaws of virtual learning really reflect overall failure in 
WCSD. The Governor, Health Department and School District all point fingers at one another with no accountability for 
who is responsible for the decision making.  Our kids are being held hostage for no reason!   
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From: katania taylor 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2020 9:49 AM
To: Public Comments
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Public comments for Meeting Oct 27

Dear Trustees, 

Please allow Washoe to move to the FULLY OPEN model for schools.  

Our children are suffering.  My straight a high school sophomore has been getting D’s because he cannot master the 
multiple platforms and methods that each different teaching is using.  It requires a masters degree office management 
to figure this on‐line thing out. 

Please let them go back to sport.  Public Health 101 looks at ALL health factors affecting the public.  Are we now just 
ignoring mental health all together?  This is bad public health, bad education and has already damaged our kids.  PLEASE 
DO NOT GO BACKWARDS! 

We need our kids back in school and back in sports.  Stop pointing fingers and dodging the responsibility.  YOU have the 
power to make this happen.  

Thank you, 
Katania Taylor 
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From: Rossi, Christa
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2020 7:57 PM
To: kdick@washoecounty.us; mberkbigler@washoecounty.us; jherman@washoecounty.us; 

mayor@reno.gov; Public Comments; COVID Questions; ndeinfo@doe.nv.gov
Subject: COVID Questions and Updates

To Anyone that Shows Concern,

When will you address children’s life’s in response to COVID? Specifically, Pre-K-6th grade children: 
 Social distance rules for students in classrooms (pre-K to 2nd).
 The mask requirements for children based on school district board decisions. When the Governor’s directive says masks

aren’t required for children birth to 9, but Washoe county school district has required masks for children in pre-k and up.
 The use of playground equipment at schools. Since the directive regarding public playground use was issued, I was hopefully

that schools themselves could quickly put out a statement for school playground use. That isn’t the case. I’ve been met with
reassurance that meetings with district team members will happen as soon as possible, but that is NOT happening and not a
specific time frame. I received word today that they are to “meet later next week.”

 The use of shared materials, toys, and academic games.

Based on the data on the Washoe County Health District website there are 160 active cases in children ranging from 0-18. I do not 
know the number of those children that attend schools in Washoe County (public, private or charter schools, homeschools, learning 
pods, daycares, etc.) Also, on the Washoe County Health District website are numbers of children based on age range. The total 
population of children, 0-18, is 114,131. This equates to 0.0014019%. This is in ALL of Washoe County, not just in schools, 
correct? 

In Washoe County School District, there is 62,000 students, 30% that are full time distance learners. Based on the Washoe County 
School District’s dashboard I can state, since March there has been 587 total cases (staff and students). TOTAL new cases, since this 
morning, in students, is 7 (no age range indicated NOR is it indicated if the student is a full-time distance learner, hybrid learner or full 
time, in person learner). There are currently 11 ACTIVE cases. This equates to 0.00017742% for the total number of ACTIVE student 
cases. (11/62,000). If the worry is the number of staff that are currently considered active cases (12), then more data is needed. I could 
not find current numbers of employment for the WCSD. Are the numbers not being accurately given/reported to the school district 
by the health district? 

I have been informed that the Governor meets with and receives regular updates from his staff including education and health 
officials. Also, WCSD superintendents, including Dr. McNeill, meet regularly with each other and the State Superintendent for Public 
Education, Jhone Ebert, to discuss current plans that are in place (academics, athletics, staffing, etc.) and next steps as new 
information is shared by state and local leaders and agencies. Additionally, Dr. McNeill works very closely with our Trustees to make 
well informed decisions, based on guidelines and current information, to carry out our mission of supporting our students and staff. I 
have also been informed that, there is no current answer regarding data needed to reduce or eliminate the current social distancing 
guidelines for children. If everyone mentioned above meets regularly, why hasn’t there been any forward progress for students? 

What is the magic number(s) needed to reduce or eliminate current restrictions for students? Students and teachers are following all of 
the current protocols. What else do we need to do? Directives from the Governor, regarding education (3ft. social distancing and 
regulations regarding use of shared materials), haven’t been adjusted since August!  

If these haven’t been addressed are teachers and schools taking matters into their own hands? A public comment from a student at 
Double Diamond (e-mail available on the WCSD website) asks why pre-k students can use the playground, but other grade levels 
can’t. My son attends the pre-k program at Caughlin Ranch and they aren’t permitted to use their equipment. Why? Parents of students 
in my classroom have driven by Jessie Beck Elementary and have noted students using their playground equipment. Why can’t every 
elementary school? An article published by Nevada Appeal (click link below to view article) states that Carson City Schools are 
allowing their students to use their playground equipment. Why can’t all school districts adopt this viewpoint?  
 https://www.nevadaappeal.com/news/carson-city-superintendent-return-for-pre-k-to-2nd-graders-will-incorporate-revisions/ 

Again, I ask, if everyone meets regularly and gets updates and is working together, why haven’t any changes been made? Why aren’t 
all schools on the same page? Yes, each district is different so why can't all of Washoe County on the same page? 
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I am grateful for the protocols that have been put in place to keep students and staff safe. I am thankful to be able to teach in person. I 
would not have been able to stay in the field of teaching had that not been an option. When will changes be made based on the current 
data? Students are struggling with lack of interaction. Interaction can be characterized as unfiltered social discussion (I have never had 
a quieter group of students in my 11 years of teaching), academic games, free play (outside/inside), shared use of materials, etc. My 
son is a typical peer in a Strategies (children with autism) Pre-K that relies on social interaction for growth. How can that happen for 
the students will autism if they can’t free play or interact with each other???? 

I believe it is important to keep current cleaning protocols in place. I believe teachers should still be required to wear masks or face 
shields. I believe all materials should be sanitized prior to another use by other students. I believe that all students should wash hands 
as frequently as possible to help reduce the spread. 

With the above protocols, still in place can you make the recommendation, to those who say they need to hear it from you, to reduce 
or eliminate social distancing guidelines, use of playground equipment, and allowing shared materials, games, and toys? 

I have already submitted e-mails like this to the WCSD Board of Trustees, WCSD Superintendent and Assistant Superintendent, the 
Governor’s communication links, Kevin Dick, the State Superintendent, City of Reno’s Mayor and public comment for WCSD board 
meetings. I will continue to do so and add other professionals to the e-mails each time until positive changes for my students and my 
child can be made. If I can be told by my HR department that “We are stewards of taxpayer money and have a responsibility to our 
community to safeguard against wasteful spending. We must be intentional in taking steps to minimize any perception that any 
employees are getting a “free” day off with pay.” Then as a taxpayer I can expect the same of those who are already supposed to 
meeting regularly and making positive changes to protocol, for students, that hasn’t been updated since August. 

I look forward to hearing from you with a positive decision and positive movement forward. 

Best, 
Christa Rossi 
(Concerned parent, teacher and taxpayer) 

Christa Rossi, M.Ed 
Washoe County School District 
Caughlin Ranch Elementary School 
Kindergarten Teacher 
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From: Rachel Fisher 
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 5:53 PM
To: Public Comments
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Protect our Students & Educators

Dear Superintendent and Board of Trustees, 

As we prepare to head into winter with inclement weather, flu season, and the alarming numbers of covid positivity in 
Washoe County pushing us further and further into the red zone, I am urging you to make the difficult‐‐but necessary‐‐
call to move all schools to full distance learning for the health and safety of our students and staff. 

We experienced school closures due to poor air quality and smoke this first quarter, and as winter weather is imminent, 
unplanned closures and digital days cannot be avoided in the near future. Many schools have relied on the ability to take 
students outside for mask breaks, as well as for maintaining social distancing during lunch time. As we head into the 
season where weather conditions (if not forcing school closures) WILL force students to stay in the classroom for recess 
and meal breaks, both the student and the teacher in that classroom are increasing their risk of likely exposure‐‐this is 
especially so when students will HAVE to take off their masks to eat during meal time and put even more stress on 
teachers who are not getting their own breaks and prep time throughout the day as it is.  

In addition, wiith flu season approaching and students and staff being forced to spend more time in the enclosed space 
that is the classroom more often due to inclement weather‐‐we are going to see a huge increase in absences and 
exclusions due to symptoms that cannot be differentiated from those of Covid‐19.  

The CDC has changed their guidelines of exposure in that they have found that being within 6 feet of a Covid‐19 positive 
individual for 15 minutes TOTAL‐‐cumulative exposure throughout the day‐‐puts a person at risk for contracting Covid‐
19. This change will force MANY more students and staff to be excluded from school every time there is a positive case
and will make our already stressed contact tracing system that much more difficult to implement in an effective manner
that can protect the health of students and staff.

In addition, I urge you to enforce that all professional development and training days in the near future are done 
remotely. With the new CDC guidelines we should NOT be encouraging staff members to congregate on school sites 
after they have been exposed to their students an entire day. Our middle school and high school educators have an 
incredible amount of contact with a high number of students‐‐if they have been unknowingly exposed and then attend 
professional development with all staff members (even if social distancing and mask wearing is in place‐‐but also not 
always adhered to) we are putting schools in the very high risk category of creating a superspreader event. This could 
also have a devastating effect on elementary schools that continue to be short‐staffed with no end to the substitute 
teacher shortage in sight.  

This election day on November 3rd, staff is expected to complete planning and professional development at their school 
site‐‐following a three day holiday weekend with Halloween and Day of the Dead celebrations on a Tuesday where the 
risk of potential exposure on Monday in their classrooms is extremely high. PLEASE reinforce the trust you are trying to 
rebuild with educators and take action to actually SHOW them that you do in fact care for their safety and health by 
requiring school sites to complete this professional development day remotely. 

Washoe County now has the highest incidence rate for the novel coronavirus in relation to its population with a test 
positivity rate of 8.6% over a 14 day period. We are DEEP in the red and have surpassed all previously discussed 
thresholds of moving all schools to distance learning‐‐this is all on top of the fact that weather conditions will force 
students and staff in close proximity for longer periods of time indoors AND the fact that flu season is upon us. Our 
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entire community is facing a winter the likes we have never seen before. I do not envy the difficult position you are in or 
the decisions that you must make. However, being in a position of leadership means that sometimes you make the 
unpopular yet prudent choices that will protect not just the students and staff of the WCSD, but will have far reaching 
consequences for our entire county.  

I urge you to please not let the upcoming new year start with the illness and possible death of our students & their 
family members, our amazing support staff, and our educators weighing on the shoulders of our community. Make the 
responsible choice to move all of our schools to distance learning. 

Thank you so much for your time. 

Thanks again, 
Rachel Fisher 
1st Grade Teacher‐Lena Juniper 

Source articles: 
https://www.rgj.com/story/news/2020/10/19/washoe‐county‐covid‐coronavirus‐highest‐case‐rate‐
nevada/3685855001/ 

https://thisisreno.com/2020/10/nevada‐in‐the‐covid‐19‐red‐zone‐washoe‐county‐flagged‐as‐high‐
risk/?utm_content=buffere87be&utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook.com&utm_campaign=buffer&fbclid=IwA 
R3lLoAeBDrzO9ub2Uc5emA8BLBxFQjBw7tEXuaY9sHtcuEHIcc‐JLMuPrg 
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Batchelder, Jennifer

From: Rachel Robinson 
Sent: Monday, October 26, 2020 7:24 AM
To: Public Comments; Spriggs, Earl
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Social Distancing

Is the public, school board, and union fully aware that it is impossible for teachers to socially distance in classrooms and 
help students one on one in computer labs? How do I help a student and not get into the 6 ft distancing space? I have 
not been provided with software such as Remote Desktop that would allow me to take over their computer and help 
them from a distance. I would like a concrete answer to this question; it is not a rhetorical question. Are you all aware? 

‐‐  
Rachel Robinson 
_____________________________________ 
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From: Jean Jeon 
Sent: Monday, October 26, 2020 7:42 PM
To: Public Comments; dayby8282@gmail.com
Subject: [External] More Resources for Distance Learning

Dear Superintendent and Board of Trustees,

I was very grateful that Dr. McNeill and the Board of Trustees decided to provide the 
distance learning option for our children when the announcement was made in August. 
Even though parents in different grades have different opinions about how public 
education should be provided, having the option really helped our family to follow the CDC 
guidelines and keep the family safe and healthy. However, I would like to address several 
concerns that are related to the current distance learning environment as a parent and an 
educator since I have worked with distance learning teachers to extend educational 
experience to my own children.

My name is Jean Jeon and I am a mother of three beautiful children. My first daughter 
attends the 2nd grade distance learning class at Melton and my second daughter attends 
the kindergarten distance learning class at Melton and I have my three years old son with 
me. I cannot put into words how thankful I am to Mrs. Crowther and Mrs. Guillen who 
teach my two daughters. As I know the first quarter of this school year, Mrs. Crowther has 
taught 50+ students remotely and she is still teaching 2nd and 3rd graders. Mrs. Guillen 
has taught 40+ students remotely and she is still teaching kindergartners and 1st graders. 
As schools try to meet the CDC guidelines to keep social distancing requirements, in-
person classes have gotten smaller. With the limited classrooms and the number of 
teachers that are available, the burden of having more students was carried out to 
teachers who chose to teach remotely. The teachers have been left behind the school 
policies. It is as if teachers who were willing to teach distance learners were punished by 
not participating in the in-person teaching modality. 

Imagine how a typical day for distance learning teachers are like and how a typical day for 
distance learning students who engage with their teachers are like. During the first 
quarter, my kindergartners participated in two thirty minute classes from Monday through 
Thursday and my 2nd grader participated in two thirty minute classes from Monday 
through Friday. Teachers have to break each grade into two smaller classes so they meet 
with four different groups of students every day. The only way that parents can 
communicate with teachers is via email. Teachers simply do not have enough time to 
prepare lesson plans for two grades, check homework for so many captive students, 
assess their growth, and respond to all requests and questions that concerned parents 
have. This challenging reality creates unfair working environments to some teachers, but 
they always ask about how kids are doing mentally and psychologically at home. It seems 
to me that the school district was not prepared for the plan. All attention was given to in-
person classrooms since the media's attention was given toward the number of COVID 
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cases. I am concerned about teachers who teach students remotely and students who are 
currently participating in distance learning. I am arking Dr. McNeill and the Board of 
Trustee to allocare emergency funding to the distance learning modality for Washoe 
County schools. 

First, I am asking Dr. McNeill and the Board of Trustees to investigate the teacher-to-
student ratio for 100% distance learning students. Each school has to work with different 
budgets and I hope the WCSD to come up with innovative ways to assist schools that 
have funding shortages. 
Second, I am asking Dr. McNeill and the Board of Trustees to provide the MAP tests for 
distance learners. Students who attend in-person classes typically expose themselves to 
5-6 hours per day of learning, whereas distance learning students have about 20-25% of
that regular instructional time. I am concerned about the next academic year when
everything becomes normal and every student returns to school. It is important for the
district to evaluate how distance learning provides the quality of education to students and
to plan how the district can help those students in the coming years.
Third, I am asking Dr. McNeill and the Board of Trustees to provide teachers' aids to
distance learning teachers. Teachers need someone who can regularly check students'
homeworks, prepare pick-up materials, work on computer and tech related issues, and
offer storytimes that can lower distance learning teachers' weekly workloads. Under this
pandemic, parent volunteers cannot even go to school and assist teachers. Thus, the
system wide support and infrastructure need to be provided to teachers.
Lastly, I am asking Dr. McNeill and the Board of Trustee to make a plan for 100% distance
learning modality. Recently, there has been a positive COVID case at Melton and one
grade classes moved to remote learning modality. Teachers who used to teach in-person
class now have to teach the same students remotely over the two weeks, while distance
learning teachers still teach two different grades of students and they are literally teaching
double the amount of students. It is not fair for distance learning students and families to
move to different classes because schools decided to rearrange class sizes. You know
how teachers will be...Even though it is too much for them to take, they will not just let go
of their own students.

I do not think the educational platform will be the same after the pandemic. The pains that 
we all have to go through will eventually allow us to adapt to the new educational 
environment for future generations. Please take action now to address these issues to 
provide students with a learning environment that will help them be successful.

Sincerely,
Jean
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From: Meador, Veronique A
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 10:29 AM
To: Public Comments
Subject: attendance times

I am a parent and a teacher.  I am in person all day with my students.  However, my daughter is a freshman 
who is not only starting her first year of high school but having to do it virtually.  There are times that my child 
and others need assistance from an adult. .  Especially since many students are basically teaching themselves 
things like Algebra, Biology, and Honors English.  By the time I get home from school, my student is counted 
absent if her work is not completed.  I am sure that many working parents are in similar 
situations.  Attendance being counted by work done by a certain time is not always possible especially when 
that time is 2:30.  My child who has not missed a day or have a single missed assignment is showing 6 
absences.  The district needs to come up with a different way to count attendance that is fair or at least more 
accommodating to working parents.  Perhaps one option would be by midnight. 

Veronique "Nikki" Meador 
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From: Zak Woodhead 
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 10:29 AM
To: Public Comments
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Fully re-open the schools 

Please fully re‐open the schools and athletics. 

Thank you 

Zak Woodhead 
Risk Manager | Odds On Promotions 
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From: Small, Ryan A
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 2:14 PM
To: Public Comments
Subject: Board of Trustees Meeting for public comment

Dear Superintendent Dr. McNeil, Board of Trustees Minetto, Caudill, Calvert, Simon Holland, Vice President 
Taylor, and President Raymond, 

As a recurring item on the Board’s agenda each meeting, re-evaluating the data and the specific site 
circumstances of COVID-19 presented by the task force has been arduous and difficult. I understand the 
impact and severity of these decisions before this committee. I understand that many public comments from 
teachers, community members and parents wish for the safe and full return of all students for reasons 
including their mental health and in person differentiated instruction. It is with this understanding that I am able 
to look at data and make informed decisions for my students in the classroom and for my community. 

However, it seems evident to me that this committee, Washoe County School District and my site 
administration has not been transparent with teachers and the community they serve. As a public servant and 
an educator, it is imperative that cases of COVID-19 in our schools be communicated to parents, guardians, 
and grandparents so that they may make informed decisions about sending their children to school. I am to 
understand that the Health Department is only releasing positive cases to the task force when there has been 
transmission in a school, as opposed to the actual figures of cases in schools. If the spread was determined 
through a family member, students are in self-quarantine for 10-14 days and then cleared through the clinic. 
Even if said family member tested positive the day the student was at school.  

I urge this committee to understand the adverse problems that arise from this lack of communication. 
Consider the demographic at Hug High School, a Title I school. Many of our students live in adverse high risk 
situations, with multiple risks; their situation in constant flux. What is it going to take before this committee goes 
full distance learning? The death of a child, a teacher, an administrator, a board member? More than that, and 
specifically at Hug, we have many of our students who live in adverse situations and are at home with an 
elderly relative. Because of our Title I funding, we have a larger proportion of students living under the poverty 
threshold, in some cases, without the proper health coverage or insurance (especially considering the number 
of people who relied on Health Insurance through work who are currently unemployed) to protect their lives 
and the lives of their families. Please also consider that this virus is adversely affecting LatinX and Black 
populations at greater proportions of infection and mortality. Hug’s population exceeds 75% LatinX students. 
The mortality rate from this population is nearly 9% Nationally. 

As it relates to Hug, Currently, as of 27 October, the Health Department reports a 9% positivity rate with 
an active rate of 1885 within the Washoe area. These numbers are played out by age group who are currently 
positive. Age groups 0-9 currently have 111 cases, at 12% positivity rate, 10-19 at over 268 cases, with a 21% 
positivity rate by population respectively. I would urge this Board and the District to review these numbers to 
understand the severity of the spread of the virus, specifically as it has risen from the time of re-opening. To 
deny this evidence would be gross negligence on the behalf of this committee. The spread of this virus has 
been directly influenced by the reopening of schools in this district and in our community. As a teacher, I can 
assure you that I have had 15 positive cases in my classroom of the 85 total students on my rosters. This is 
because, after having been cleared by the clinic, I ask each student about their well being and they have each 
confirmed contracting COVID. In some instances, these students live with siblings who attend school at this 
site and others in our community.  

I demand accountability and transparency and hold our Board and District to specific standards, as they 
are holding us teachers to standards for our SLO, and beyond. I would like to impose a mandate that would 
ensure the district and Dr. McNeil have an open line of communication between our front office staff and health 
clinic, and any time a student is out, that we confirm their positivity. If we are to make decisions on a site by 
site basis, we must be informed and inform our parents and guardians. I strongly urge you all in this committee 
to take a stand, make a decision, and commit to full distance learning until such time when our school numbers 
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are down, when our AC units have been updated (I have no windows in my room), and when students can 
adhere to the safety protocols enacted by this committee, the Governor and the CDC. 

Thank you for your time and consideration, 

Sincerely, 

Ryan Small, Hug High School Teacher 
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From: Katy McPherson 
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 2:16 PM
To: Public Comments
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Washoe County School District Board Resolution 20-011

To the Members of the Board, 

I am a local parent with one child in the Washoe County public school system. I am writing regarding Washoe County 
School District Board Resolution 20-011. 

Before the Board votes to approve this resolution, I want to make sure every Trustee and every community member 
hearing this email to the Board is aware that school districts in every state in our nation are voting to adopt resolutions just 
like this one, and that more often than not, the resolutions bring Critical Race Theory into schools. 

Please, don’t require Washoe County teachers to participate in professional development courses which train them in 
Critical Race Theory. Please, do not encourage our teachers to direct classroom discussions about race with Critical Race 
Theory ideas. Please, don’t adopt curricula for our schools which instructs our children in Critical Race Theory. Please, 
reject this resolution if it will usher in classroom instruction in the victim/oppressor narrative of Critical Race Theory.  

Curricula that present Critical Race Theory, such as Black Lives Matter curriculum or The 1619 Project curriculum, teach 
schoolchildren falsehoods. Students in Washoe County School District schools deserve historically accurate education 
about the United States of America’s story. 

Critical Race Theory claims the American Revolution was fought to preserve slavery and that America is a racist nation. 

Our students are entitled to the truth, which is that Americans were a people born into a slaveholding world, and we 
prayed, and fought, and died to end it. 

The Declaration of Independence was the first crushing blow for equality in history. It proclaimed that each of us is created 
equal and given by our Creator certain rights, just for being human. 

That Declaration never died. It marched again when we passed the 13th Amendment forbidding slavery forever on every 
square inch of American soil. It raged in 1871, when President Ulysses Grant fought the Ku Klux Klan, and it gloried in 
1965 when we finally guaranteed voting rights for black Americans. 

We are not a racist nation. We are a nation that wars against racism. Our kids need to know this. 

Please, do not vote to pass a district-wide resolution that will subject Washoe County students to Critical Race Theory, to 
revisionist history, to the false and damaging ideas of ‘white privilege’ and ‘systemic racism.’ 

I know for a fact that Washoe County parents stand opposed to our schools presenting Critical Race Theory as fact to 
children who deserve to know their true heritage.  

I stand opposed to Washoe County School District Board Resolution 20-011 if it means the next generation will grow up 
thinking the worst about our nation’s past and believing lies about its present.   

Our children deserve the whole truth. 

Thank you, 

Mrs. Katy McPherson 
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From: Nancy Johnston 
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 2:36 PM
To: Public Comments
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Critical Race Theory

I agree with the following letter:  

Here is a sample letter written by a Washoe County parent:
“To the Members of the Board,
I am a local parent with one child in the Washoe County public school system. I am writing 
regarding Washoe County School District Board Resolution 20-011.
Before the Board votes to approve this resolution, I want to make sure every Trustee and every 
community member hearing this letter is aware that school districts in every state in our nation are 
voting to adopt resolutions just like this one, and that more often than not, the resolutions bring 
Critical Race Theory into schools.
Please, don’t require Washoe County teachers to participate in professional development courses 
which train them in Critical Race Theory. Please, do not encourage our teachers to direct classroom 
discussions about race with Critical Race Theory ideas. Please, don’t adopt curricula for our 
schools which instructs our children in Critical Race Theory. Please, reject this resolution if it will 
usher in classroom instruction in the victim/oppressor narrative of Critical Race Theory.
Curricula that present Critical Race Theory, such as Black Lives Matter curriculum or The 1619 
Project curriculum, teach schoolchildren falsehoods.
Students in Washoe County School District schools deserve historically accurate education about 
the United States of America’s story.
Critical Race Theory claims the American Revolution was fought to preserve slavery and that 
America is a racist nation.
Our students are entitled to the truth, which is that Americans were a people born into a 
slaveholding world, and we prayed, and fought, and died to end it.
The Declaration of Independence was the first crushing blow for equality in history. It proclaimed 
that each of us is created equal and given by our Creator certain rights, just for being human.
That Declaration never died. It marched again when we passed the 13th Amendment forbidding 
slavery forever on every square inch of American soil. It raged in 1871, when President Ulysses 
Grant fought the Ku Klux Klan, and it gloried in 1965 when we finally guaranteed voting rights for 
black Americans.
We are not a racist nation. We are a nation that wars against racism. Our kids need to know this.
Please, do not vote to pass a district-wide resolution that will subject Washoe County students to 
Critical Race Theory, to revisionist history, to ‘white privilege’ and ‘systemic racism.’
I know for a fact that Washoe County parents stand opposed to our schools presenting Critical Race 
Theory as fact to children who deserve to know their true heritage.
I stand opposed to Washoe County School District Board Resolution 20-011 if it means the next 
generation will grow up thinking the worst about our nation’s past. Our children deserve the whole 
truth.”
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Mrs. Nancy Johnston 
6th/7th Grade Reading Teacher 
Odyssey Charter School 
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From: Dale Smith 
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 3:14 PM
To: Public Comments
Subject: [EXTERNAL] WCSD Resolution 20-011

I do not see a need to resolve anything by the school district, especially if it is something that is being done in 
California.  The state to our west falls very low on the pecking order of the 50 states educational systems, and would not 
be one that I would want our children to emulate.  Since the Nevada State constitution follows the US constitution and the 
13th, 14th and 15th amendments to the US Constitution already afford/guarantee equal treatment of all peoples under the 
law, than restating this becomes redundant. I would view this resolution as an attempt to curry favor amongst one special 
interest group, which is not the intent of the US Constitution.  "All Men (and women) are Created Equal." Let the courts 
sort this out if sojmeone feels that they have been slighted based on race, creed, color, sex or national origin.  Nevada 
has many differing creeds from Asia, Pacifica, Europe, Africa, South America, Central America, Native first peoples and 
Australia.  All are viewed as equal by the law. 

Dale A. Smith 
Resident of Washoe County 
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From: Victoria Thompson
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 3:19 PM
To: Public Comments
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 20-011

I stand against the 20-011! Its BS, stop adopting California's socialist agendas.  
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android 
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From: Haley E 
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 3:42 PM
To: Public Comments
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 

Hello, my name is Haley Estipona. I'm a recent graduate of Galena High School Stem program, 
class of 2020.  I am here today to ask for the district's reversal of the decision to prohibit teacher 
support and discussion of Black Lives Matter and LGBT+ identity in school. 
Though I understand one might believe this decision is fair, believing these matters are political in 
our polarized society, I plead you to realize that human civil rights are not political. Members of the 
LGBT+ community are more likely to face daily discrimination, with 77 percent receiving 
unwanted sexual comments, jokes, or gestures in the last year. Though I have never been mocked 
for my sexual identity, I have experienced what it was liked to be bullied for who I am. As an 
Asian, over the years, I've been teased for just the way I look with gestures to be of pulling one's 
eyes up with their fingers or have my father's mother language mocked by saying it is all "ching 
chong ding dongs." And though one may belittle these experiences, understand these experiences 
have made my learning environment uncomfortable. Only when a teacher stopped that behavior  I 
could feel at ease in the classroom. That there were people out there who care about my learning 
environment. To stop teachers from speaking up for members of the LGBT+ community or Black 
Live Matter, who are you helping in the massive scheme of things? The discriminated or the 
discriminators?  
I ask Washoe Country to understand that regardless of our comfort level, there is no question about 
whether a person's identity is justified. Please reverse your decision to prohibit teachers' support 
and discussion of Black Lives Matter and LGBT+ identity. 
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From: Sheryl Laguna 
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 3:44 PM
To: Public Comments
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Resolution 20-011

To the Members of the Board,

I am a local grandparent with children in the Washoe County public school 
system. I am writing regarding Washoe County School District Board 
Resolution 20-011.
Before the Board votes to approve this resolution, I want to make sure every 
Trustee and every community member hearing this letter is aware that school 
districts in every state in our nation are voting to adopt resolutions just like this 
one, and that more often than not, the resolutions bring Critical Race Theory 
into schools.
Please, don’t require Washoe County teachers to participate in professional 
development courses which train them in Critical Race Theory. Please, do not 
encourage our teachers to direct classroom discussions about race with Critical 
Race Theory ideas. Please, don’t adopt curricula for our schools which instructs 
our children in Critical Race Theory. Please, reject this resolution if it will usher 
in classroom instruction in the victim/oppressor narrative of Critical Race 
Theory.
Curricula that present Critical Race Theory, such as Black Lives Matter 
curriculum or The 1619 Project curriculum, teach schoolchildren falsehoods.
Students in Washoe County School District schools deserve historically 
accurate education about the United States of America’s story.
Critical Race Theory claims the American Revolution was fought to preserve 
slavery and that America is a racist nation.
Our students are entitled to the truth, which is that Americans were a people 
born into a slaveholding world, and we prayed, and fought, and died to end it.
The Declaration of Independence was the first crushing blow for equality in 
history. It proclaimed that each of us is created equal and given by our Creator 
certain rights, just for being human.
That Declaration never died. It marched again when we passed the 13th 
Amendment forbidding slavery forever on every square inch of American soil. 
It raged in 1871, when President Ulysses Grant fought the Ku Klux Klan, and it 
gloried in 1965 when we finally guaranteed voting rights for black Americans.
We are not a racist nation. We are a nation that wars against racism. Our kids 
need to know this.
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Please, do not vote to pass a district-wide resolution that will subject Washoe 
County students to Critical Race Theory, to revisionist history, to ‘white 
privilege’ and ‘systemic racism.’
I know for a fact that Washoe County parents stand opposed to our schools 
presenting Critical Race Theory as fact to children who deserve to know their 
true heritage.
I stand opposed to Washoe County School District Board Resolution 20-011 if 
it means the next generation will grow up thinking the worst about our nation’s 
past. Our children deserve the whole truth.”
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From: Thea Mayberry 
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 4:07 PM
To: Public Comments
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Board of Trustees Meeting 10/27/2020

To whom it may concern, 

My name is Althea Mayberry. I graduated from Reno High School, class of 2020. I am commenting in support of 
the proposed resolution. 

I recognize I will never experience racism, but in the thirteen years I have attended school in Washoe County I 
have witnessed countless acts of racism committed by both educators and students. I find myself actively unlearning 
biased curriculum, especially that of history and social studies classes, daily. While the teaching of the current 
curriculum is a disservice to all students, it is especially harmful to BIPOC students who are taught the white‐washed 
curriculum. The most recent example of this I can recount is of my sophomore year AP European History class, the 
curriculum of which is full of “white savior” rhetoric, but combined with the overt, racial biases of the teacher created a 
caustic learning environment for minority students.  While I can not speak directly to the experience of BIPOC 
students in this school district, I am gay and have experienced firsthand the lack of support for LGBTQ+ students and the 
lack of curriculum surrounding the community's history. I learned from a young age, too young, that I could not be 
openly gay in classrooms or I would risk the respect of teachers and opportunities in the class, because they are often 
made uncomfortable and do not know how to treat me going forward.  

I stand in solidarity with Washoe County Students for Change/ Diversify Our Narrative and the requests they 
have made. The addition of inclusive and antiracist curriculum, as proposed by the resolution, must also be 
accompanied by the rectification of the policy that prohibits teachers expressing their ally‐ship of the LGBTQ+ 
community and support of the Black Lives Matter movement in the classroom, as this open support is non‐political and 
helps promote inclusivity and representation within a classroom.  

Thank you for your time, 
Althea Mayberry 
She/her 
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From: Arsenault, John
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 5:21 PM
To: Public Comments; BoardMembers; Oronoz, Cristina
Subject: Public comments regarding banned field trip and community event decisions

Dear WCSD Board of Trustees, 
I am writing to you in light of recent decisions made as a district to limit extra‐curricular activities and disapprove of all 
field trips.  

I am the advisor for the Green Hawks Environmental Student Club at Hug HS. I have a group of student leaders who are 
interested in learning more and getting involved in sustainability issues as it affects Reno and their direct lives. We 
partnered in years past with Keep Truckee Meadows Beautiful (KTMB) to Adopt the University Park off of Socrates Dr. 
We have rallied many seniors over the years to earn community service hours for scholarships and college applications 
by partnering to clean up local parks. We have picked up lots of trash. Trucks filled. Yet by telling them that we can not 
participate, we are telling them their efforts towards community service are not acceptable, thus impacting their 
educational opportunities further than they have already been impacted. By not allowing any district approved 
community events, we are undermining the values of community engagement by hiding behind the potential liability 
involved with the fear associated with COVID. How much are we willing to accept the impacts on our student’s 
education?  

Increasing, rather than decreasing, community engagement has been shown to widely be a positive influence on student 
achievement. (Hanover) If we are to inspire the next generation of student leaders we need to increase opportunities for 
them to meet community members, engage with community problems, and see that their academic achievement 
becomes a building block to solve social problems. I am concerned that wholesale banning of field trips takes away an 
opportunity for community engagement to happen. It telegraphs that hiding behind liability is more important than 
community engagement. Frankly if this is truly the case, I worry where this will take us as a society. Engaged student 
leaders will be blocked from participation for fear of the consequences before they even happen. Henry Ford once said 
“Whether you think you can or you can’t you are right.” With this decision the district is pushing towards a “you can’t” 
attitude.  

I recently heard that the blood drive was cancelled on campus. Why?  for fear of COVID? Than why are we here every 
day? These decisions will begin to have increasing consequences and impacts on our community. By not allowing a 
blood drive, we are taking away an opportunity to rally student leaders and volunteers to contribute life saving blood for 
our local hospitals. While we may not be facing a blood shortage at this time, the absence of the current blood drive 
decreases the units donated. Where is the line where this begins to impact the physical health of our community? I 
don’t know the data, but I was incredibly impressed with the number of units collected at the last blood drive on 
campus. Pallets. Let me just tell you it was pallets stacked with donated blood. Record breaking I was told. Our kids want 
to help. They want to be part of making our community more healthy. If we can go to school every other day and follow 
the guidelines, why can’t we enable them to help participate and take part in community engagement?  

As a side note, we have already seen first hand the mental health impacts on our students from the spring distance 
learning. I ask that you consider researching and embracing the data behind exactly how the spring distance learning has 
impacted our student experience. There are many studies that point to the need for structure and connection rather 
than isolation for not only children, but adults alike. (Gramigna) We should be increasing the opportunities for students 
to engage with our community and each other not decrease them. Otherwise we are risking directly impacting their 
mental health.  
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On one hand we see on a daily basis the strain this hybrid schedule puts on students. Similarly as above, I ask that you 
consider researching and embracing the data behind exactly how on and then off again curriculum engagement impacts 
student learning. While some studies and data point to widespread improvements, the ability level of students, the lack 
of structure, tech support, and tech access of the hybrid experience is real and can be detrimental.  (Lamport) Of course 
the management of a pandemic throws an enormous curve ball at any such “improvements” or successes, but despite 
the challenges, there are successes, there is learning. I would actually argue parallel to the cited study that our hybrid 
schedule is an improvement over either in person only or distance learning; however, that is another issue. The take 
away here is that with the flood of adjustments we make on a daily basis, we are making progress and in some cases 
more progress than we know.  

While we have yet to see the complete picture of the academic impact of our COVID response on children and while I 
am worried about the impact, I think we are getting there. We show up. We show up for the students and we engage 
them as best we can. We follow the guidelines, we practice the self‐evaluation, we social distance as best we can. We go 
through the learning process and support them as best we can. I firmly believe the health guidelines work in practice 
and a variety of applications. I can tell you hands down the students who have been attending under the hybrid model 
have gained an introduction to curriculum that may not be perfect given the late and impacted roll out, but it has come 
a long way and is engaging students. They are gaining an education because they are here, because they are connected. 
Honestly they are exposed to and using much more technology and processing much more content information than I 
was when I was in school, even now.  

So if we can make the hybrid classroom work, why do we say no completely to field trips? Why can’t we follow the same 
health guidelines accepted across all applications and decide on a case by case basis what is worth pursuing to enhance 
the potential of our students, especially our student leaders? What is worth pursuing in regards to our public health? 
How much of a strain on our students’ mental health will we tolerate? Why can’t we make adjustments and coordinate 
with all stakeholders to come up with workable solutions that engage in educational opportunities, not take them away? 
Where is the balance between fear of liability and fear of impact?  

Essentially you are saying they can’t without considering that it is working in places. It is impacted and challenging, but it 
is working. Therefore the district’s “you can’t” attitude in relation to field trips and extra‐curricular events will further 
isolate, disengage, and disempower students than they already have been. It further points out that it only works in 
some places, but not all… and not following any consistency. The inconsistency is frankly unprofessional and wrong and 
it contributes to disconnection of our students from our community.  

When will fear impact our ability to prepare for the future, inspire our children, and tackle even the most mundane 
community issues like pollution? Or health? Right now. It is impacting this community right now. By making this decision 
we are living in fear and we are teaching this to the future.  

I call on the Board to recognize that this is not a time to live in fear and hide behind liabilities, but to embrace the 
challenges before us, stand behind the health guidelines, and allow opportunities to happen that will encourage student 
leadership and inspire community engagement not silence it. It is a time, even with the increased requirements, to say 
you can.  

‐‐  
John Arsenault 
Procter Hug High School 
English Department 
Green Hawks Advisor 
Poetry Outloud/ Student Voice Advisor 
Wellness Ambassador 

Take a deep breath, think strength. Breath out, think peace. You got this.  
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That which can be destroyed by truth should be.  
PC Hodgell 
 
We don't see things as they are. We see them as we are.  
Anais Nin 
 
There is a crack in the gutter where a flower grows 
Michael Franti 
 
May you find love and light in the depths of sorrow and darkness. 
National Suicide Hotline: 1-800-273-8255 
National Domestic Violence 1-800-799-7233 
Safe Voice 1‐833‐216‐ SAFE (7233) 
 
Breathe and be well. 
 
Please be considerate and print this email only if necessary. 
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From: Judy Arciaga-Holland 
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 6:32 PM
To: Public Comments
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Critical Race theory

To the Board: 
Critical Race Theory presents a totally negative perspective on the founding of our great nation.  Please do not affirm it’s 
being taught in our schools.  Please vote no!  

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: Shannon Kenny 
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 7:17 PM
To: Public Comments
Subject: [EXTERNAL] High School Counselors

I have 2 high school students at  Spanish Springs HS and therefore have 2nd hand knowledge about how school 
counselors are handling students' ambitions towards graduation/future endeavors. 

The counselors (and my children specifically) have NO guidance towards any goals beyond graduating from 
high school. They have even questioned my childrens' goal which I have strongly supported. There is absolutely 
NO communication with the parents regarding graduation and post graduation goals. Both of my children are 
GT and have received NO supportive services which I believe falls on the counselor to ensure that they receive. 

Your comment that ALL counselors know each and every one of their students and their goals is a complete 
JOKE. 

Regards, 
Shannon Kenny 




